AFD wins Michigan Supreme Court victory

The AFD has won an important victory for its members. The Michigan Supreme Court has ruled that the ban on the Michigan Soft Drink Association to keep unclaimed bottle deposits is unconstitutional. The AFD successfully argued that a portion of the unclaimed deposits be returned to retailers as a handling fee. The victory means that 75 percent of the money will go toward environmental cleanup and 25 percent goes back to retailers to help defray the cost of collecting, sorting and storing cans and bottles.

AFD was the only organization in the state that stood up for the retailers. AFD has spent many years and thousands of dollars to get retailers this victory, which is only one example of how members can count on AFD to fight for them.

In 1989, the legislature passed a bill requiring bottlers, manufacturers and distributors to turn over unclaimed deposit money to the state and retailers. The Michigan Soft Drink Association tried to stop this payment by filing suit. A lower court ruled against the bottlers, but the higher courts have not. Those courts have unanimously found that the statute is constitutional and that the bottlers must report and pay over the unclaimed deposits.

See Bottle Deposit page 28.

Seven Day Lottery Hotline established for AFD members

The Associated Food Dealers of Michigan proudly announced the formation of a 7 Day Lottery Hotline, designed exclusively for its members. This is an opportunity for every AFD member retailer to offer a toll-free lottery number to its customers. The 7 Day Lottery Hotline is a special program designed to give telephone callers winning numbers for any day during the past week. After dialing the number, the caller is greeted with a brief, professionally recorded message thanking the caller for calling the 7 Day Lottery Hotline, brought to you by (name of store). A member of the Associated Food Dealers of Michigan. When you visit our store this week, you will find (product) on sale for just (price) (or something of this nature). The current numbers are then given to the caller, and then he is told that by pressing "one" on the telephone dial, winning numbers for any other day for the past week can be accessed.

Sales of new age beverages grew 8.9 percent in 1994 to reach $1.85 billion

Growing in the overall market is driven by a combination of factors such as improved distribution systems, consumer desires for an alternative to soft drinks and the products' appeal to Generation Xers. The most important of these factors is new age beverages appeal to Generation X.

Packaged Facts president David A. Weiss says, "New age beverages are exotic, healthy, affordable and fun. At the present moment, it is hard to imagine a product that could be more appealing to Generation Xers." Yet, he questions the longevity of this appeal noting, "eventually, even Generation Xers will get tired of the constant frenzy of new flavors. At the same time, it is unlikely they will settle on one flavor as their favorite as a previous generation did with cola."

![Sales of new age beverages](chart.png)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>New Age Beverage Market (Billions of Dollars)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1994</td>
<td>$1.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1993</td>
<td>$1.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1992</td>
<td>$1.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1991</td>
<td>$1.55</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Get a handle on your thirst with an easy-to-grip Quick Slam™!

Quick Slam™
20 oz.

20 fl. oz. (1 25 pt). 581 ml

NOTHING ELSE IS A PEPSI.
Chairman's Report

Promotional ideas create excitement and build customer loyalty

By Nabby Yono
AFD Chairman

It was nice to see many of you at the AFD Trade Show. We appreciate the participation of our exhibitors and attendees. I hope you stocked your shelves with great deals and your minds with good ideas. The Trade Show got me thinking about store promotions and different ways we can generate some excitement in our stores. Now and then we may find ourselves in a rut, doing the same old job over and over. Are your sales flat? Has a competitor moved in to your neighborhood? Are employees becoming dissatisfied?
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Alternative format stores will capture an increasingly larger share of this market

The market for grocery and related products is estimated to have totaled $457.6 billion in 1994, according to a new research study titled "Food Retailing: Supermarkets Versus Alternative Formats," published by the New York City consulting and research firm FIND/SVP.

In 1994, formats operating in the traditional grocery channel (conventional supermarkets, superstores, food/drug combo stores, warehouse and super warehouse stores, limited assortment stores, convenience stores, and mom-and-pop groceries) are estimated to have captured 90.7% of total grocery and related product sales. Alternative format stores (including hypermarkets, wholesale clubs, mini clubs, super centers, and deep discounters) captured the remaining 9.3% of total all commodity volume (ACV).

FIND/SVP estimates that alternative format stores will capture an increasingly larger share of total ACV from 1995 to 1998. By the end of 1998, alternative format stores will have captured 13.5% of total ACV, while formats operating in the traditional grocery channel will have held onto 86.5% of all grocery and related product sales.

Overall, rates of growth among larger store formats operating in the traditional grocery channel will outpace those of smaller stores. Sales made by superstores, food/drug combo stores, and super warehouse stores are expected to outpace those made by the remaining formats in this channel, with the exception of limited assortment stores. Limited assortment stores—small, convenient, and competitively priced outlets—are expected to show above-average growth for the remainder of the decade.

Supercenters
FIND/SVP expects supercenters (huge stores that in addition to carrying grocery related products, also carry a wide variety of soft goods, clothing, and other consumer goods) to fuel almost all of the growth enjoyed by alternative format stores throughout the remainder of the decade.

Supercenters will pose a threat to formats operating within the traditional grocery channel. Sales of grocery and related items at was estimated at $9.8 billion in 1994 and will grow to $34.6 billion in 1998.

"Supercenters," says Lynn Christie, Vice President of Publishing for FIND/SVP, "are picking up where hypermarkets and retail clubs left off. Lots of them are going to start opening up. And as that happens, share of grocery sales will increase dramatically. The future success of appears to hinge on how comfortable consumers are with the concept of buying food and mass merchandise at the same time."

Forecasts
Food sales among formats operating within the traditional grocery channel will remain relatively flat from 1994 to 1998, increasing only 2.4 percent from $372.7 billion in 1994 to $381.6 billion in 1998.

Food sales made within the non-traditional grocery channel are expected to increase more than 80 percent from 1994 to 1998, from $17.7 billion in 1994 to $43.1 billion in 1998. This growth will be fueled almost entirely by food sales increases through supercenters.

Sales of all grocery and related products sold through conventional supermarkets are expected to decrease from $117.2 billion in 1994 to $115.5 billion in 1998.

Sales of all grocery and related products sold through superstores are expected to increase from $106 billion in 1995 to $125 billion in 1998.

Total sales among all food/drug combo stores are expected to increase from $48.8 billion in 1994 to $60.8 billion in 1998. Sales of all grocery and related products sold through super warehouse stores are expected to increase from $16.5 billion in 1994 to $20.8 billion in 1998.

Hypermarkets, once thought to pose a major challenge to supermarkets, are expected to all but disappear by 1998. Wholesale clubs, another once formidable threat to supermarkets, will find it hard to maintain consistent same-store annual sales, as average annual sales per club location continue to decrease.

Calendar
May 21 - 24 Annual Financial Executives Conference Plaza San Antonio Hotel, San Antonio, Texas
June 11 - 15 FMI Performance Skills for Effective Store Management San Diego, California
June 18 - 20 I.D.D.A's 31st Annual Seminar & Expo San Jose, California
June 29 - 30 FMI Category Management Seminar Newark, New Jersey
July 16 - 20 FMI Performance Skills for Effective Store Management Dallas, Texas
July 18 - 21 1995 Exhibi Industry Conference & Exposition Moscone Center, San Francisco, California
July 22 - 24 NFDA's 68th Annual Convention and Trade Show New Orleans, Louisiana
Aug. 24 - 25 FMI Category Management Seminar Seattle, Washington
Sep. 10 - 11 Kramer Holiday Food Show, Novi Expo Center Novi, Michigan
Sep. 10 - 13 NAWGAFDFA Midyear Executive Conference White Sulphur Springs, West Virginia
Oct. 8 - 10 General Merchandise/Health & Beauty Care Conference Pennsylvania Convention Center, Philadelphia, Penn.
Oct. 8 - 11 National Frozen Food Convention San Francisco, California
Oct. 22 - 25 NAWGAFDFA Food Industry Productivity Conference Phoenix, Arizona
The Associated Food Dealers of Michigan welcomes these new members who have joined in January through March 1995:

A&A Specialty Foods, Rochester
A&B Refrigeration, Dearborn Heights
A&D Market, Flint
A&W Party Store, Hazel Park
Ace Party Store, Highland
Adrian Discount Drugs, Adrian
Advanced Formula Products, Livonia
Alain Enterprises, Birch Run
Arby's, Livonia
Arizona Beverages, St. Clair Shores
Atlas Market, Detroit
Atlas Supermarket, Pontiac
Atlas Supermarket, Waterford
Bauman Party Store, Detroit
Beijing Express, Fraser
Billy Jo's Fruit Market, Allen Park
Blue Knight Food Store, Bay City
Capitol Market, Warren
Champs of Battle Creek, Battle Creek
Chan's Garden, Saginaw
Dalton Drugs, Muskegon
David's Party Store, Flint
Design Fabrications, Troy
Dialogue Marketing, Southfield
Ernie's Refrigeration, Ashley
Family Food & Liquor, Detroit
G.M. Paris Bakery, Livonia
G.O.S.T. Distributing, Troy
Gangplank, Battle Creek
Grand House of Liquor, Detroit
Healthy Lifestyles, Clawson
Heating Plus Cooling, Redford
Hecskel's Market, Athens
Herrington's IGA, Redford
Hoffman's Produce, Allegan
House of Liquor, Detroit
Independent Dairy Inc., Monroe
Jewel Investment Co., West Bloomfield
Joe Joe's Cafe & Raw Juices, Ann Arbor
Liquor Basket Party Store, Saginaw
Livenour Foods, Detroit
Livonia Party Mart, Livonia
Loewenstein Poultry, Taylor
Manor Party Store, Detroit
Mason Depot Diner, Mason
Merry's Crews Inn, Harrison Township
Mike's Red Apple, Belleville
New Center Supermarket, Detroit
Nicky's Mini Market, Roseville
North American Interstate, Berkley
Northland Party Store, Detroit
Page Tec, Garden City
Park & Sibley Market, Detroit
Parkside Market, Detroit
Plaza Liquor, Detroit
Randazzo's Fruit Market #2, Warren
Regal Liquor & Food Market, Westland
Richie's Custom Wheels & More, Detroit

---

Personnel Needed to Install THEIR Fryer:

- Sand Piper Liquor Shoppe, Detroit
- Saturn Super Foods, Detroit
- Save-A-Lot, Pontiac
- Savon Foods, Detroit
- Shaw's IGA, Carson City
- Shoppers Palace Supermarket, Detroit
- Smart Capital Resources Ltd., Windsor
- Smart Sales Ltd., Windsor

Personnel Needed to Install OUR Ventless Fryer:

- Speedy Mart, Detroit
- Standard Fish, Detroit
- Sunshine Food Store, Detroit
- Sussex Drug Store, Warren
- Taco Management, Brighton
- Tecumseh Country Market, Tecumseh
- Texas Brand Inc., Wauconda, IL
- The Happy Hive, Dearborn Heights
- Tom Maceri & Sons, Detroit
- Tower 14 Deli, Southfield
- Trolley Stop Lounge, Taylor
- Urban Exchange, Detroit
- Village Food Center, Detroit
- Vorrath Enterprises, Monroe
- West Market, Woodhaven
- Westborn Fruit Market, Dearborn
- Westland Food Store, Westland
- Wishing Well, Peastwater
- Wolpin Company, Dearborn

---

The Chester Fried Ventless Fryer won't send you through the roof.

Your profits are the only thing that will go through the roof when you purchase the Chester Fried Total System Program for your food service operation. You'll have no installation costs, no costly roof modifications, no multiple vendors. And the ventless fryer's revolutionary air filtration system eliminates irritating smoke and grease laden vapors.

- Stainless Steel Construction - Removable Hood Parts - UL Listed and NSF Approved

Team up with Chester Fried and the only thing that will be going through the roof are profits. Call DCI Food Equipment or Kenworth Food Equipment today for more information:

(313) 369-1666 or (800) 899-9324

---
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With These Great New Additions
From

See Your Seven Up Salesperson For Details

DETROIT 7UP
DISTRIBUTORS FOR:
Canada Dry Ginger Ale & Mixers
R.C. Cola Clearly Canadian
Sunkist Evian Spring Water
Hires Root Beer Gatorade Vending Equipment
Hawaiian Punch Mistic Natural Sparkling Juices
WIC News

Contract expiration reminder for southern vendors

The current contracts with WIC Authorized vendors in the southern part of the state will expire on June 30, 1995.

Applications were mailed to all currently contracted southern vendors and interested waiting list applicants via certified mail early in January 1995. Completed applications should have been received in the department by 5:00 p.m., March 31, 1995.

Vendors in the southern part of the state MUST NOT accept WIC coupons after June 30, 1995, unless they have been granted a new WIC vendor contract.

WIC coupons accepted after June 30, 1995, by a southern vendor without a new executed WIC contract for the period beginning July 1, 1995, will not be paid. Coupons accepted through June 30, 1995, by vendors who have not been granted a new WIC vendor contract must be submitted to the department before July 15, 1995, for payment.

Northern vendor contracts to be extended for six months

The current contract with northern vendors will expire on December 31, 1995.

The Department intends to extend the contracts with vendors in the northern part of the state for a period of six months through June 30, 1996.

The contract extensions will be processed after obtaining updated information and conducting a review of the qualifications of all authorized vendors in the northern part of the state.

Authorized WIC vendors in the northern part of the state must watch for a mailing in the near future regarding the process for extension of their contracts. The contract extension processing is planned for completion by December, 1995.

Appealing denied payment

Occasionally an authorized WIC vendor will receive a payment check for an amount less than the amount submitted for a batch.

This occurs because the computer system has rejected one or more coupons for payment. These rejected coupons are reviewed manually. Within two to three weeks after the first check for the batch was received, the vendor may receive a payment check for the coupon(s) reviewed manually or will receive notification of non-payment. You have the right to appeal non-payment of the rejected coupon. (See your Vendor Guidebook.)

Some vendors have been submitting appeal letters after receiving the first check.

The WIC vendor should not submit an appeal letter until he has received payment denial notification.

Advance disposal fee proposed in Michigan

The food industry is currently working with member companies and in-state industry groups in Michigan to oppose any state ADF legislation, in response to a bill (S.B. 131) introduced by Michigan State Sen. John Cherry (D) requiring wholesalers to affix one cent Advance Disposal Fee stamps to products, containers or packages that do not meet specified recycling rates or recycled-material-content rates.

Call 1-800-441-1409.
And while you stock the shelves, we'll work the phones.

You've got enough to think about. So let us handle your public telephone. Choose Ameritech and you'll get more than a public telephone.

You see, all of our public phones come with a team of experts who will provide reliable service, regularly scheduled testing, maintenance and prompt repair. All at no cost to you. We'll take care of set replacement and guarantee lost coin refunds.

From attracting business to increasing customer traffic, we want to help you choose the right location for your phone. And, when you're ready to expand, we'll be there every step of the way.

For generations we've been building our business by helping people like you build yours. Just call the Associated Food Dealers at 810-557-9600 or Ameritech at 1-800-441-1409.
Confidence and optimism build promising future in Pontiac

by Virginia Bennett

Romel Kejbou is enthusiastic about the future. His newly renovated Sav Plus Super Store on the northwest corner of Baldwin Road and Montcalm in Pontiac is just the beginning.

Along with his four brothers, Romel Kejbou, converted a rundown mall with a dilapidated A&P into a sparkling new shopping center with a Sav Plus Super Store as the anchor.

The store’s glittery interior of aluminum and neon is a shiny new backdrop for the extensive array of products. The old 24,000-square-foot store was completely gutted and totally renovated. The store exterior was refaced along with the rest of the center. Also included in the mall are Perry Drugs and Auto Works stores. The brothers plan to eventually expand into the 4-acre property they own west of the center.

The Sav Plus Super Store logo promises shoppers service, quality, variety and price. This philosophy is the cornerstone of the management, other shopping center developments and real estate ventures. Kejbou and his growing family are confident that the new store, Romel’s son Lance and Albert’s sons Mark and Kevin work there. Sav-Plus is the first store they have opened in Oakland County. The family has plans to open in other locations.

Kevin’s range of experience belies his young age of 20. Saying that he got his start by sorting bottles, he now is an important component of the management team at Sav Plus. Quick to learn, Kevin is confident like his uncle, Romel, “We know what we are doing,” he says.

Romel adds, “As in any business, location is the secret of our success. The population in this area is really dense, plus we draw from as far as West Bloomfield and Auburn Hills.” Kejbou adds that the beautiful new center has caught the eye of the Pontiac city government, which publicly praised the brothers’ project at their city council meeting.

In the beginning it was hard to change shopper’s perceptions. The old store was “poorly maintained,” says Kejbou. “At first people thought we were still using the same old equipment.” Now the customers have learned that they can depend on Sav Plus. In the two years the store has operated, they have earned the trust of the shoppers. “At first people thought we were still using the same old equipment.” Now the customers have learned that they can depend on Sav Plus. In the two years the store has operated, they have earned the trust of the shoppers.

The Sav Plus Super Store logo promises shoppers service, quality, variety and price. This philosophy is the cornerstone of the management on which the business is built. Service is of utmost importance and customers come first. Kevin said he keeps a close watch and willingly opens a cash register if a line forms. Free, fresh coffee is available all day with complimentary doughnuts offered in the morning. The aroma of fresh, hot bread fills the store daily.

Kejbou is responsive to the wishes of his Hispanic customers and receives a fresh tortilla delivery daily. He has a large Mexican product section. “I am careful to buy for each customer that comes here,” he adds.

In addition to their grocery stores, the brothers also own Powerhouse Gym in Troy. Romel Kejbou is optimistic about the future. He enthusiastically envisions the expansion project at the Sav Plus location, other shopping center developments and real estate ventures. Kejbou and his growing family are confident that they will be part of the revitalization of Pontiac.
Open Pit adds two sassy but sweet varieties

“Sassy” and “sweet” flavors merge in two new Open Pit® barbecue sauce varieties. Open Pit’s traditional (blue label) line now boasts a unique Sweet ‘N Sour variety, while the “Thick & Tangy” line, with its rich texture, features a new Honey and Spice variety.

New Honey and Spice barbecue sauce blends honey with a rich, smoky-tasting barbecue sauce. It is also recommended to be served as a dipping sauce.

New Sweet ‘N Sour barbecue sauce blends the sweet taste of pineapple with a touch of Oriental flavor for a robust barbecue sauce.

Mrs. Paul’s “reels in” taste and convenience with new sandwich

Mrs. Paul’s® recently announced the introduction of a new product: Crispy Crunchy Fish Fillet Sandwich with Cheese. The sandwich offers consumers a quick and convenient way to enjoy Mrs. Paul’s seafood. Mrs. Paul’s is the only national seafood brand to offer a frozen fish sandwich at retail.

Sure to create a wave of excitement at any meal, Mrs. Paul’s Crispy Crunchy Fish Fillet Sandwich is made from fillets. Mrs. Paul’s specially formulated sandwich bun is designed for the microwave, so fish lovers can “reel in” a perfect catch in just three minutes.

Franco-American has a strong advertising and promotion program planned to support the new pasta products which includes national television advertising, print advertising in popular kid magazines, consumer couponing and trade support.

Franco-American Gargoyles Shaped Pasta and Shnookums & Meat Shaped Pasta will be available in two varieties, plain and with meatballs.

Since its introduction in 1965, SpaghettiOs pasta has risen to the number one selling brand in the kids’ canned pasta category.

T.Q. Hot heats up tequila category

Imported from Mexico, T.Q. Hot’s 70-proof blend of gold tequila, citrus flavor and fiery Mexican spice fulfills the American consumer’s current craze for hot and spicy tastes.

T.Q. Hot bridges the gap between premium, gold tequilas and contemporary shooter products and creates a new way to enjoy the tequila experience.

T.Q. Hot is being supported by on-premise promotions which include special T.Q. Hot bar kits. Kits consist of high quality t-shirts, hats, bandannas, table tents, wait staff buttons, tattoos, shot glasses and poppers all highlighting the brand’s fire-breathing bull logo.

T.Q. Hot is supporting the off-premise market with cold box decals, floor displays, floor bin displays and danglers.

It is available in 750ml, 375 ml, 200 ml, and 50 ml sizes.

For more information about this product call R.M. Gilligan, Inc. at (810) 553-9440.

StarKist launches Pasta Sensations

StarKist is expanding beyond the canned tuna market. It is introducing a line of four tuna-and-pasta meals. Called Pasta Sensations, the boxed meal kits include cans of StarKist Select tuna, packets of premium pasta and seasonings. The line includes one cold entree (ranch pasta salad) and three hot main dishes (creamy country bow ties, white cheddar spirals and linguine with white wine sauce).

None of the kits contains artificial flavors or MSG.

Campbell Soup and Disney announce licensing agreement for new Pasta line

Now kids can watch what they eat, and eat what they watch! Campbell Soup Company, makers of SpaghettiOs canned pasta, recently announced a licensing agreement with The Walt Disney Company for the national introduction of two new canned pasta varieties: Gargoyles and Shnookums & Meat. This partnership marks the first Disney licensed characters in the Canned Pasta Category.

Gargoyles and Shnookums & Meat are two new additions to the highly-successful Disney Afternoon—a two-hour, nationally syndicated programming service for children.

For consumers who crave chunks and lots of them, Prego Extra Chunky has introduced new Mushroom Supreme and Vegetable Supreme pasta sauces.

According to the company, new Prego Extra Chunky Mushroom Supreme contains more mushrooms than any other Prego pasta sauce, and more mushroom slices than the leading mushroom variety pasta sauce. In addition to mushroom slices, this new variety is blended with garlic flavor for full-bodied, “homemade taste.” New Prego Extra Chunky Vegetable Supreme combines a tomato sauce base with choice Italian-combination vegetables for distinctive flavor. Its medley of vegetable shapes and colors includes cut Italian green beans, celery, yellow squash, zucchini coins, green peppers and julienened carrots.

Two “Supremes” join Prego line

For consumers who crave chunks and lots of them, Prego Extra Chunky® has introduced new Mushroom Supreme and Vegetable Supreme pasta sauces.

According to the company, new Prego Extra Chunky Mushroom Supreme contains more mushrooms than any other Prego pasta sauce, and more mushroom slices than the leading mushroom variety pasta sauce. In addition to mushroom slices, this new variety is blended with garlic flavor for full-bodied, “homemade taste.” New Prego Extra Chunky Vegetable Supreme combines a tomato sauce base with choice Italian-combination vegetables for distinctive flavor. Its medley of vegetable shapes and colors includes cut Italian green beans, celery, yellow squash, zucchini coins, green peppers and julienened carrots.
Paramount Gourmet Coffee brochure receives “Citation of Excellence Award”

The cover of a brochure designed for Paramount Gourmet Coffee was awarded a “Citation of Excellence” by the American Advertising Federation. In order to determine recipients of the prestigious Addy Awards, judges from around the country review excellence and creativity in all forms of media. The award was presented at a local award dinner.

Paramount Gourmet is a division of the Paramount Family of Companies of Lansing, Michigan, and have been importers and roasters of fine coffees since 1935.

Brands will serve consumers “wherever they eat”

“In the next five years, national brand manufacturers will deliver outstanding value to consumers everywhere—in quick service and casual dining restaurants, airports, shopping malls and employee cafeterias,” says GMA President and Chief Executive Officer C. Manly Molpus.

Molpus added that branded foods will continue to grow and expand in foodservice. Citing recent market research, he said, “Brands draw new customers, increase the frequency among regular customers and increase the amount paid for the meal. Today’s value-conscious shoppers demand the very best, and that demand is instantly cemented by displaying and using nationally branded products. Recent research demonstrates that when this new partnership is working, initial sales increase 20 percent to 40 percent, and over the long term, increase nearly 10 percent.”

—GMA

NBA legend Larry Bird teams up with Miller Brewing

Miller Brewing Company and basketball legend Larry Bird have teamed up to promote Miller’s responsible drinking program with a new 30-second television advertisement, which began airing nationally in March.

The spot features Bird shooting his famous jumper followed by the words “Did the Jumper” and patented baby-hook shot (“Did the Hook”) before meeting up with friends who have been at a local tavern (“Did the Town”). Bird, a native of French Lick, Ind., is then shown driving friends home as the designated driver (“Did the Right Thing” in a pickup truck with the words “French Lick Limo” written on the rear tailgate. The spot closes with the words “Please Think When You Drink.”

Bird began his association with Miller Brewing to promote Miller’s responsible drinking program and participate in other Miller-sponsored promotional activities in 1992. Since that time, he has been featured in Miller’s “Think When You Drink” print and broadcast advertisements and point-of-sale material.

Miller helps consumers “Cheat the Heat” in Memorial Day promotion

Ice-cold images and outdoor fun are the featured attractions in Miller Brewing Company’s Memorial Day “Cheat the Heat” promotion.

This year’s off-premise promotion features Miller Lite, Miller Lite Ice, Miller Genuine Draft and Miller Genuine Draft Light. Where legal, consumers will be offered a Y o-A-Que portable charcoal grill via forms appearing on Memorial Day displays and case cards. Where legal, grills can be purchased at a discount with proof-of-purchase identification from Miller products.

Other point-of-sale display items include summer activity-themed display cards, case cards, cut-outs, danglers, banners, stickers, imprint cards and erase boards. The promotion runs May 1 through 31.

America’s Most Popular Characters will help America’s biggest brands turn faster than ever!

For information or answers to your questions:
In Northern Michigan, call 1-800-776-9021
In the Flint area, call 1-800-776-9121
In the Greater Detroit area, call 1-800-877-2145 or 1-800-776-6021
AFD recognized by the National Grocers Association’s 50 Year Club

Associated Food Dealers of Michigan was recognized by the National Grocers Association’s (NGA) 50 Year Club recently. In February, at the NGA Annual Convention in Las Vegas, over 291 members of the grocery community were recognized for 50 or more years of service to the industry. The list of the 50 Year Club members was displayed in the NGA “Hall of Fame” at the convention. Additionally, the complete list of 50 Year Club names will be entered into the Congressional Record.

Asparagus Club offers scholarships

The gentlemen in the photo don’t actually work on asparagus farms. They are food industry leaders that are devoted to helping food industry students. The asparagus club is a light-hearted name for a group of big-hearted people. Each year club members raise funds to provide scholarships for students who are planning to make food their career. Asparagus Club applications can also apply for Asparagus Club scholarships if they are pursuing a career and/or education in the food industry. For more information, call Danielle at the AFD 
(810) 357-9600
1995 Asparagus Club Officers Pictured Left: President Jack Hollrah, Mid Florida Mince; 1st Vice President Tom Jackson, Ohio Grocers Association; 2nd Vice President Daniel Coborn, Coborn’s Inc.; Past President William E. Farmer, Fareway Foods, Inc.; Chaplain Dean Skagberg, Procter & Gamble Company; Sergeant-at-Arms Patrick Hicks, Kentucky Grocers Association; Secretary-Treasurer Rick Munos, Nabisco Biscuit Company; Chairperson Scholarship Committee David McMahon, General Mills, Inc.

THIS MONTH ONLY!

Complete (4) Camera Video System Including 24-Hour VCR & Professional Installation!

FOUR CAMERA "QUAD" VIDEO SYSTEMS

CENTER ALARM SIGNAL, INC

13400 WEST SEVEN MILE ROAD DETROIT, MI 48235

1-800-551-8439

BASED ON A $1.00 BUYOUT. 36 MONTH LEASE. UPON APPROVAL. LEASE PRICE DOES NOT INCLUDE TAX OR ANY APPLICABLE INSURANCE THAT MAY BE REQUIRED. CREDIT CARDS ARE NOT ACCEPTED WITH THIS SPECIAL. INSTALLATION INCLUDED FOR 4,000 SQUARE FOOT OR LESS BUILDING SIZE. SYSTEMS INCLUDE 4-1/3" CCD CAMERAS. (1) 3AMOUR VCR. (1) QUAD UNIT. (4) NO-IRIS LENSES. NO MOUNTS, CABLES, OR CONNECTORS ADDITIONAL CHARGES FOR LARGER BUILDINGS AND OPTIONS TO SYSTEM. RESTRICTIONS MAY APPLY.
New director of marketing appointed at London’s Farm Dairy

The appointment of Dawn LaDuke to the new position of director of marketing, was recently announced. LaDuke joined London’s in 1989 and most recently has been serving as Assistant Controller for the Dairy. In her new position, LaDuke will be responsible for all marketing, advertising and promotional campaigns as well as all packaging and new product introductions.

Michigan Sugar announces promotion

Stephen A. McPherson was named assistant controller and director of financial reporting for Michigan Sugar Company. He is responsible for most of the company’s general accounting and corporate financial reporting activities. McPherson is also responsible for staff supervision in these areas. He joined the company in 1993 as accounting manager.

Don't Buy Retail - Go Wholesale With FIPN

Food Industry Professional Network

FIPN
3000 Town Center
Suite 3000
Southfield, MI 48075
(810) 353-2490

FIPN Statewide Savings
- Worker's Compensation Savings
- Low Cost Group Health
- Reduction in Retirement Plan Costs
- Savings on Legal & Accounting Costs

Redmond continues in “Leaders” position at CML

Randy T. Redmond, president of the Food Industry Professional Network, has once again been recognized as a “Leader” in his field with Connecticut Mutual Life Insurance Company. “Leaders” qualification is a designation which places Redmond as one of the top agents with Connecticut Mutual in sales and service.

Above: Rachel Robinson (left), chairperson of The Jackie Robinson Foundation, greets M. Douglas Ivester, president and COO of The Coca-Cola Co., and his wife Kay, at the Foundation’s annual awards dinner.

Below: The Foundation presented its 1995 “Robie” Award to Michael R. Quinlan (left), chairman and CEO of McDonald’s Corporation. The award was presented to Quinlan by Patrick Ewing, New York Knicks All-Star. Ivester (right) served as a dinner vice chairman. The “Robie” award was given to Quinlan for outstanding achievement in business and a commitment to helping young people.
Are you prepared for the Family Medical Leave Act?

The final regulations for the Family Medical Leave Act (FMLA) took effect April 6. In January the Department of Labor, Wage & Hour Division published the final rules, which were an attempt to make clear provisions contained in the FMLA that were confusing to employers.

The Family and Medical Leave Act requires employers of 50 or more employees to permit eligible workers to take unpaid leave with continued medical coverage of up to 12 weeks in any 12-month period in connection with qualifying circumstances.

Unpaid leave must be granted for any of the following reasons:

- to care for the employee’s child after birth or placement for adoption or foster care.
- to care for the employee’s spouse, son or daughter, or parent, who has a serious health condition.
- for a serious health condition that makes the employee unable to perform the employee’s job.

According to the final regulations, a “serious health condition” is stated to mean: “an illness, injury, impairment or physical or mental condition” that involves one of the following:

1. Inpatient care in a hospital, hospice, or residential medical facility.
2. A period of incapacity of more than three consecutive calendar days that also involves continuing treatment by a health care provider.
3. Any period of incapacity because of pregnancy or for prenatal care.
4. A period of incapacity because of treatment for a chronic, serious health condition.
5. A period of incapacity that is permanent or long term because of a condition for which treatment might not be effective.
6. Any period of absence to receive multiple treatments for a condition that would likely result in a period of incapacity of more than three consecutive days without such treatment.

In addition, it is made clear that employers must within two business days after learning that leave is being taken for an FMLA required reason, notify the employee that the leave will be counted as FMLA leave. The employer cannot retroactively designate the leave as FMLA leave “unless the true reason for the leave was not discovered until sometime later.”

Detroit enacts Banner Law

On December 9, 1994, the Detroit City Council passed an ordinance that made provisions that define, address, and regulate temporary signs and banners within the City of Detroit. These provisions are made in an additional section added to the Administrative and Enforcement Provisions of the Official Building Code.

This ordinance will become effective July 8, 1995.

Beginning July 8, 1995, the display of all temporary signs and banners will require a permit obtained from the Buildings and Safety Engineering Department and a filing fee. The permit will cost $75.

Details of the ordinance are:

Definition of Temporary Signs: “A display, graphic, banner, or other advertising device, intended for a limited period of time and constructed or fabricated of a lightweight material, either enclosed or not enclosed in a rigid frame.”

Administration: The Buildings and Safety Engineering Department will administer and maintain a record of all permits issued for temporary signs and banners.

Prohibition: Temporary signs and banners will be prohibited on the exterior of any building or any other structure, but may be displayed on a facade(s) of a building not more than two times during a calendar year and not more than 15 days each time.

Area of Signage: Temporary signs will be limited in area to an amount not exceeding ten percent of the area of the building facade(s) which abut(s) any public street.

Other Regulations: Temporary signs cannot be suspended from or attached to a canopy, marquee, fence, free-standing wall or other structure. Any banner constructed of cloth or any combustible material will have to be removed as soon as it is torn or damaged. Temporary signs and banners will have to be removed not later than fifteen days after erection.

See FMLA page 22.
Pizza is primo at Amato Foods

By Teresa Siavrakas

Joseph Amato remembers a time when his father, also named Joseph, had to give pizza away because people didn’t know what it was. “They caught on real quick,” says Amato. Amato and the Amato family have been in the pizza business ever since.

In 1946, Amato’s Restaurant and Pizza opened. Pizza wasn’t served until 1947 however, because the war made pizza ovens unavailable. The Amato family did their own research and believe they were the first pizza oven operators in the Detroit area. According to Amato, their parent’s restaurant. He was drafted and when he came back from service he went back to the restaurant. In 1967 their father passed away, leaving his wife, son, daughter and son-in-law to continue running the restaurant. They changed locations in 1973. This second location was more of a convenience store/pizzeria combined. At this time, the Amatos joined AFD. They have been members ever since.

In 1979, they began selling frozen pizza dough in Lexington, Michigan, to fill a restaurant customer’s request. Producing the frozen dough balls from the back of the restaurant, they were the first company to sell the product in such a fashion.

The Amatos sold the restaurant in 1992. Amato then created Amato Foods and set up shop at Papa Joe’s food processing plant in Detroit. “This gave us the opportunity to expand tremendously,” says Amato. The expansion was due to the fact that there is tremendous freezer space available for storage at the Detroit plant.

Amato Foods manufactures frozen pizza dough balls and supplies them to food service companies and distributors, who in turn supply restaurants, bars and convenience stores. Their products are available from Northern Michigan to Tennessee and Alabama. Amato says he is looking forward to more distribution nationwide.

Amato Foods is developing many new products and services. Amato says everything he is working on has been asked for by customers. The frozen pizza crust he is currently working on is basically a stretched dough ball. This will save the customers from having to stretch it themselves.

Fat free pizza dough is another market demand Amato is in the process of developing. Spice mix kits, which when added to tomatoes makes pizza and spaghetti sauce, are other new products he is in the process of making.

“I’ve exhibited at every one of... page 29.

Working With CoreSource, Our Third Party Administrator

AFD Is Taking Workers Compensation Costs In A Different Direction

The CoreSource Approach

If you’re buying your workers compensation management from the lowest bidder, then your costs are probably moving increasingly upward. In today’s environment, quick fixes just don’t work. At CoreSource, we focus on innovative up-front strategies to reduce total costs and increase productivity without sacrificing the quality of care for your employees. Our clients, through investments in innovative, comprehensive programs, are breaking industry trends and report that workers compensation costs as a percent of payroll are actually decreasing compared to a national increase of 12 percent annually.*

Our workers compensation programs not only pay claims, but focus on prevention and cost controls in all facets of the program. The results: fewer claims per employee. Reduced lost time and lower overall program costs.

Local Perspective, National Resources

CoreSource combines the resources of a national operation with the responsiveness of a local company. From our 25 regional offices, we manage $2 billion in payroll, have dropped more than 36 percent over a three-year period.

The United States’ workers compensation system is in crisis but we continue to find solutions. We’re CoreSource. Let us build a solution for you.

For More Information, Call Toll Free: 800 482 0615.

*Social Security Administration
URGENT NOTICE TO ALL RETAILERS!

You have until July 1 to sell your Michigan Lotto customers Smartplay. Remind players that this is their last chance to buy a 5-wager Lotto ticket and get a single draw "Easy Pick" ticket free, by simply asking for a Smartplay. Sell them up to a Smartplay and cash in one last time on this incredible offer!
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Savor the heavenly tastes of Melody Farms’ new Prestige Frozen Yogurt and Ice Cream flavors. Delightfully new and indulgently delicious, choose from a spectrum of flavors including Vanilla Bean, White Chocolate Raspberry Fudge, Expresso Fudge Pie and Vanilla Cherry Chunk... just a sampling of the glorious new Prestige tastes that are simply out of this world!

Try new Prestige Frozen Yogurt and Ice Cream, the flavors will bring in the customers, the tastes will make them smile! Contact your Melody Farms sales representative for a sampling of these new products and additional details.

Delightfully New, Indulgently Delicious!
OUR PRODUCT LINE IS A TRADEMARK OF GOOD BUSINESS

The only company that can give you America's best selling family of soft drinks and non-carbonated beverages also brings you the world's best-known, most respected trademark.

Your local Coca-Cola Bottler can help put the power of that trademark to work for you with America's #1 selling soft drink - Coca-Cola classic®, #1 selling diet soft drink - diet Coke®, and #1 selling lemon lime - Sprite®.

Taking advantage of the equity in the Coca-Cola name is a strategy proven successful time and again.

It has become a trademark of good business.

For information, contact your local Coca-Cola Bottler at:

Metro North/Auburn Hills Branch 810-373-2653
Metro East Side/Madison Heights Branch 810-585-1248
Metro West Side/Van Buren Branch 313-397-2700
Port Huron Area/Port Huron Branch 810-982-8501

© 1995 the Coca-Cola Company. "Coca-Cola" and the Dynamic Ribbon device "Sprite" "Minute Maid" "Nestea" "Frutopia" "Powerade" are trademarks of the Coca-Cola Company.
R.J. Reynolds Tobacco Company and AFD are asking retailers across the country to participate in a program aimed at helping reduce sales of tobacco products to those under the legal age. They are proclaiming June as "Awareness Month", highlighting the importance of retailers' adherence to minimum-age laws on the sales of tobacco.

This issue has become critical for all those involved with the sales of tobacco as more and more attention has been focused on underage smoking. Recent retail surveys conducted across the country have shown that many stores do sell to those under the legal age. AFD and R.J. Reynolds feel it is important that retailers show sensitivity and willingness to address this issue, before our government does it with stricter enforcement of the law.

To help spread the word about supporting the law, R.J. Reynolds and AFD will send colorful decals, posters, employee buttons and tear pads bearing the "We Check IDs" message to all Michigan retailers. These materials are free of charge, compliments of AFD and R.J. Reynolds. To order additional copies, contact Carolyn G. Brinkley at R.J. Reynolds Tobacco Company (800) 333-3625.

(And this is just the Pre-Press Dept.!) Come visit all of us at Stephen's NU-AD CREATIVE ADVERTISING & PRINTING 17630 EAST TEN MILE ROAD EASTPOINTE, MICHIGAN 48021 (810) 777-6823 • Fax (810) 777-1434
Nice Ice.

New From Talking Rain, Preston, WA
SPARKLING ICE

In 4 Flavors; 12 oz. Btls.
- PEACH • APPLE • CHERRY • BERRY

Distributed by:
GARDEN FOODS
Exclusive Distributors in Michigan
Distributors of Mr. Pure Juice Products
Tropicana • Gatorade • Canfield • V8 • Campbell’s
Arizona Iced Tea • Canadian Music Spring Water
Blue Falls Spring Water • Thunderhead Flavored Spring Water

6650 Chase, Dearborn, MI 48126
(313) 584-2800 • Fax (313) 584-2802
A deferred compensation plan—
is it for you?

by Thomas A. Michels
Food Industry Professional Network

A deferred compensation plan may be an important part of a complete compensation package for you as a business owner or for a key employee. These plans allow you to set aside income to help meet retirement needs while reducing your current income tax liability.

Retirement planning and taxes are among the greatest concerns of small business owners.

If you're earning a high income today relative to monies available at retirement, deferred compensation plans may be for you. High incomes wouldn't be so terrible a problem if it were not for the federal marginal income tax brackets. As your income increases, so does your tax bracket. Even if you take advantage of shelter opportunities, you may still be faced with paying a large share of your income in federal income taxes. Since your remaining disposable income is likely needed to maintain or improve your lifestyle or for the education of your children, it becomes increasingly difficult to set aside a sufficient portion of present earnings to provide for future retirement needs.

Deferred compensation is the answer.

Income deferred under this type of plan is usually received after retirement. The participant's income tax is deferred until funds are received. Put simply, this plan maximizes the value of your chief asset, your earning power, and lessens the need to personally accumulate retirement funds.

This plan can be offered to employees on a discriminatory basis. Unlike a qualified retirement plan, you may offer the benefit on a selective basis. While the corporation must forego a current deduction for the amounts deferred, it will be able to deduct amounts paid out later as compensation under the plan.

To meet its obligation under a deferred compensation plan, an employer may invest in a wide variety of vehicles including annuities, mutual funds and life insurance, or it may choose to fund benefits wholly or partially out of corporate earnings at time of payout. When life insurance is used, the employer can use the policy to provide benefits to the family of an employee who dies prior to retirement.

These plans don't suit every situation. An employee who participates in a deferred compensation plan stands only as a general creditor to the corporation. Amounts of income deferred belong to the business and are general assets of the corporation available to its creditors. Additionally this type of plan anticipates that the business will have substantial longevity, that is, it will be around long enough to pay out the full benefits. As a general rule of thumb, deferred compensation plans are typically unsuitable for personal service corporations which will be liquidated at retirement or death. Despite these drawbacks, deferred compensation plans are increasing in popularity as their flexibility and ability to be used on a selective basis becomes more widely recognized.
Michigan Lottery makes positive change for retailers

by Bill Martin
Michigan Lottery Commissioner

The Lottery recently made some positive changes for Michigan Lottery retailers. The Lottery is now offering more instant games than ever before. Our players—your customers—like having more choices and more chances to win great prizes. It shows in increased instant ticket sales.

Naturally, the goal is to make as many different kinds of instant games available to players as possible. I’m pleased to announce that this spring we increased the number of instant games that you can offer to your customers, up to 20 different games.

Good news for retailers who are in the “standing order” program. The Lottery will now ship standing orders on Fridays and retailers should receive their orders on Mondays or Tuesdays. This means retailers in the standing order program will actually have an extra day to sell instant games. We encourage Lottery instant game retailers to get in on the action with the standing order program. It could mean extra profits and customer loyalty for you.

The Michigan Lottery will introduce two new instant games, “Putt For Dough” and “Double Joker” in May.

Players can win up to $2,000 in the new “Putt For Dough” instant game, which goes on sale on May 8. If players match “Par” on any hole, they win the prize shown in the prize box. If players get a “1” symbol, indicating a “Hole In One,” they automatically win double the prize for that hole. Players can win up to six times on each ticket.

Players can win up to $12,000 in the new “Double Joker” instant game, which goes on sale on May 22. There are two “Games” on each “Double Joker” instant ticket. If any of “Your Cards” match the “Winning Card” in that game, players win the prize shown below that card. If players get a “Joker,” they automatically win double the prize shown below the “Joker.” Players can win up to 10 times on this $2 instant game.

Michigan Lottery players will “scratch” their way to the bank with the new instant game—“BANKO.” Lottery players can win up to $15,000 for the numbers matched in each of the five games.

The Michigan Lottery’s successful “SMARTPLAY!” promotion, which started in January, has been extended for an indefinite period of time. “SMARTPLAY!” gives players a free chance to play Michigan Lotto for purchasing a $5 five-wager Lotto ticket.

This promotion has helped to increase Lotto sales overall. Players who typically purchase one, two, three of four Lotto wagers are now buying five-wager panel Lotto tickets. We’ve seen an increase in our $5 wager tickets. In addition, the promotion is having a positive effect on Lotto jackpots. The size of the Lotto jackpots are now increasing at a greater rate when Lotto rolls because players are buying more wagers.

See Lottery page 28.
These Final Regulations also state that employers must provide employees information, in writing, as to the employee’s obligation under the FMLA and explain any consequence of the failure to meet those obligations. Such written information must be provided to an employee no less than the first time in each six-month period the employee requests FMLA leave.

Also important is the requirement that clarifies continued health coverage, in stating that “an employer must continue health coverage for an employee on FMLA leave for a grace period of at least 30 days following the due date of the employee’s premium payment.” This section imposes a new requirement for canceling the group health coverage of an employee on FMLA leave who has failed to pay his/her premium by the last day of the grace period.

It states that before coverage can be terminated for such an employee, the employer must mail notice of the prospective termination to the employee at least 15 days before cancellation of coverage can be put into effect. In addition, the notice must give the employee until the specified cancellation date to pay the late premium in order to avert cancellation of the coverage.

If you are confused about compliance with this act, contact your attorney or Department of Labor for clarification.

---

House Committee says “No” to food stamp purchase restrictions

The Food Industry was once again successful in defeating an amendment to the food stamps provision of the “Personal Responsibilities Act” that would restrict the types of foods that can be purchased with food stamps.

The amendment, sponsored by Rep. Nick Smith (R-MI), was ruled “out of order” before the House Rules Committee. The food industry was successful in defeating a similar Smith amendment before the House Agriculture Committee on March 7.

According to Joanna Kiile, Grocery Manufacturers of America manager, federal affairs, “This amendment targeted non-dairy, non-juice and non-vegetable beverages, as well as coffee, tea and candy. We are concerned about the camel’s nose under the tent—that food stamps could eventually be limited to generic brand foods—and will continue to monitor this issue closely.”

—GMA

Tobacco tax increase—again

In a continuation of the constant attack on the tobacco category, Senators Bradley and Lautenberg (both D-NJ) and Harkin (D-IA), held a press conference to announce the introduction of three anti-tobacco bills.

Among the suggestions:
• Impose a $1 per pack cigarette tax hike.
• Require tobacco manufacturers to pay $20 billion annually for Medicare and Medicaid costs associated with tobacco use.
• Deny income tax deduction for tobacco advertising and promotion expenses.

In theory, the 104th Congress would be less likely to pursue this type of legislation than previous Congresses. In its quest to find increased revenue to offset budget deficits and middle-class tax cuts, however, the 104th may seriously consider these bills.

Bradley claimed that his proposed increase in tax (from 24 cents to $1.24 per pack) would raise $61 billion over 5 years and help decrease tobacco consumption. He said a 10 percent increase in the price of cigarettes will reduce overall smoking by about four percent.

—NACS

---

SUPER OPPORTUNITY IN A VIBRANT MARKET!

YOUR GROCERY OPERATION WILL FILL THE NEED CREATED BY A & P’S DEPARTURE...

This PRIME, 33,000+ sq. ft. LOCATION in TRAFFORD SQUARE on Fort and Van Horn in TRENTON, MICHIGAN has little competition in an area with a median household income of over $52K, and includes the prestigious suburb of Grosse Isle, along with Trenton and Woodhaven.

This site anchors a full service, varied appeal shopping center of 90,000 sq. ft. with a tenant roster that features Perry Drug, ACO Hardware, Secretary of State and many more!

Excellent visibility to the over 43,000 cars that pass by daily on Fort and Van Horn, and accessibility to Trafford Square is easy-in, easy-out for both Van Horn and Fort!

Call today for more information!

Cody Olson, Inc.,
THE RETAIL/COMMERCIAL SPECIALISTS
1-800-4-MICH-77

---

OPPORTUNITY IN A VIBRANT MARKET!
Paper balers

Congressman Tom Ewing of Illinois introduced and is sponsoring a bill that will allow minors to throw cardboard boxes into paper balers. This bill would end the Department of Labor's practice of imposing heavy fines on grocers who allow minors to toss cardboard into paper balers.

Such practice began in 1950 when paper balers were huge machines with no safety devices. Forty-five years later, it is certain that this rule needs to be changed.

—NGA

Democrats continue to abandon Senate

Senator Howell Heflin (D-AL) became the fourth Senate Democrat to announce he will not seek re-election next year. Heflin did not detail the reasons for his decision, although he faced a tough battle for re-election in a state that has increasingly trended toward the GOP. Heflin's Senate colleagues from Alabama, Richard Shelby, switched to the Republican Party after last year's GOP election sweep. Previously this year, Democratic Senators Paul Simon (IL), J. Bennett (LA) and James Exon (NE) announced their retirement. Additionally, Senator Claiborne Pell (D-RI) is considered likely to retire, and the future of two other Democrats—Senators David Pryor (AR) and Sam Nunn (GA)—remains a question. Although one Republican, Senator Hank Brown of Colorado, will also retire, the Republicans current 54-46 advantage in the Senate appears to be solidifying.

—NACS

How to communicate with your U.S. Senators and Representatives

Call the Capitol switchboard (202) 224-3121 and ask for his or her office, or write:

The Honorable (full name),
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510

or

The Honorable (full name),
United States House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20510

Strict new interviewing guidelines from EEOC

The Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC), under the authority of the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA), has issued definitions for "improper questions about disabilities" during job interviews. The ADA was enacted to protect disabled workers and job applicants from discrimination in employment as long as their disability can be reasonably accommodated.

Under the guidelines, employers are not permitted to ask whether the applicant needs an accommodation for the job. The EEOC believes that specific questions regarding the type of accommodation needed would permit employers to discriminate against disabled job applicants under the guise of rejecting them as unqualified.

The following questions are the EEOC's own examples of what is legal and illegal:

**Legal**
1. How well can you handle stress?
2. Can you lift 50 pound bags with or without reasonable accommodations?
3. How many days were you absent from work last year?
4. Are you currently using illegal drugs?
5. How did you break your arm?
6. Can you perform this job function with or without reasonable accommodation?

**Illegal**
1. Have you sought treatment for an inability to handle stress?
2. Are you able to lift things?
3. How many days were you sick last year?
4. What physician-prescribed medications are you currently taking?
5. When do you expect to recover completely from your broken arm?
6. What kind of reasonable accommodation would you need to perform this job?

—NGA

When retailers wanted a handling fee for bottles and cans, who was there to defend the retailers' rights in court against the Soft Drink Association?

AFD works hard for its members to help them make money and save money. Support us so we can support you! When our members needed help, AFD was there...

When the WIC department tried to throw nearly two hundred retailers out of the program, who was there to fight — and win the case?

When Inker retailers were unfairly charged with selling to a minor in a sting operation, who was there to defend them — and win the case?

What trade association offers you the most health care options from providers such as Blue Cross Blue Shield, Health Alliance Plan and SelectCare?

When the legislature wants to pass bills that will cut your business profits, who is there to represent you in Lansing?

If you want to save 25% on American Express Money Orders what association must you belong to?

When you need questions answered about the Liquor Control Commission, the Michigan Lottery or the Department of Agriculture who can answer them?

With crime becoming a major issue, who offers the only reward program designed to protect your family, your employees and your business?

If you want to save money and make money what should you do? Join AFD today! Membership dues are $150 for retailers and $300 for suppliers. Fill out the membership application below send it to AFD with your check and let AFD work for you so you can start saving money and making money!

**Membership Application**

Join the Largest Food & Beverage Industry Trade Association in Michigan

Please Print:

Owner's Name __________________________ Name of Business __________________________

Address __________________________ City ______ State ______ Zip ______

Phone Number __________________________ Fax Number __________________________

Associated Food Dealers of Michigan
18478 West 18 Mile Rd.
Southfield, MI 48075
(810) 557-9688 or (888) 66-66-RFD
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AFD supports NGA position regarding striker replacement law

The following letter, from National Grocers Association president Thomas Zaucha, urges Senator James Jeffords to support language that restricts funding for enforcement of the striker replacement Executive Order. AFD supports NGA's position and urges our members do likewise.

The Honorable James M. Jeffords  
United States Senate  
513 Dirksen  
Washington, DC 20510-4503  

Dear Senator Jeffords:

Within the next few days, the members of the United States Senate will be asked to vote on the conference bill on the recissions package. On behalf of the National Grocers Association (NGA), I would like to urge you to support the language, passed by the House, restricting the fiscal year 1995 funding to enforce the striker replacement Executive Order, E.O. 12954. This language would prohibit the expenditure of funds to enforce Executive Order 12954 pertaining to companies that have federal contracts.

The National Grocers Association is the national trade association representing the retail and wholesale grocers who comprise the independent sector of the food distribution industry. Operating more than 50,000 stores, and employing over two million people, this industry segment accounts for nearly one-half of all food store sales in the United States.

The President's order ignores that this bill has been rejected by the last two Democratic Congresses and that the Supreme Court has upheld management's right to stay in business by hiring replacements for striking workers in economic strikes. Clearly, the President's executive order to ban federal contractors from hiring permanent replacement workers during an economic strike usurps Congress' role in determining labor policy. Executive orders are usually intended to clarify or refine statutory authority. Statutory authority appears to be lacking in this case. NGA believes that the President has exceeded his executive authority by taking this action.

The executive order artificially inflates the costs of federal contracts. This poses an unnecessary economic cost on every American taxpayer and every American business. Businesses that are engaged in the performance of federal contracts will undoubtedly suffer as they are forced to accept unreasonable economic demands or risk losing federal contracts.

Again, on behalf of the nation's retail and wholesale grocers, I urge you to support H.R. 1158 which will restrict funding for the executive order.

Sincerely,

Thomas K. Zaucha  
President and CEO  
National Grocers Association

The best dental plan in Michigan is still available to you for as low as $8.00 a month. For the highest dental benefits and lowest out-of-pocket costs.

Golden Dental Plans  
29377 Hoover Road  
Warren, Michigan 48093  
1-800-451-5918

We offer our friends and member retailers of the Associated Food Dealers of Michigan QUALITY, VARIETY and SERVICE that is MADE IN MICHIGAN!

Please call us at 571-CHIP (2447)
New study finds middle-aged households account for one-half of food spending

Households headed by middle-ageders account for about one-half of all food expenditures, according to a new report from The Food Institute. The Fair Lawn, New Jersey-based information and research association estimates that households headed by persons aged 35-54 account for some 46% of all spending for food at home, and 50% of all away-from-home food spending.

Among major food commodity categories, middle-aged households account for a relatively large portion of all spending for cereal products, poultry, and non-alcoholic beverages, but are sub-par on expenditures for eggs, and processed fruits and vegetables.

Households in the under age 25 category account for a rather substantial portion of all expenditures, compared to total at-home spending, in such categories as cereals, eggs, fresh milk and cream, and non-alcoholic beverages. On the other end of the age scale, households in the over age 74 group account for a relatively healthy portion of expenditures for bakery products, eggs, and both fresh and processed fruits and vegetables.

The Food Institute’s new study, “The Demographics of Consumer Food Spending,” also shows that households in the 35-44 age group spend more for food at home—$3,336 annually,—than other households, and about 22% above the average for all U.S. households. Away from home, the 45-54 age segment spends the most, $2,273 or 37% above the national norm. The data are based on the 1993 Consumer Expenditure Survey conducted by the Bureau of Labor Statistics.

The 70-page report reviews household food expenditures in 27 commodity categories by five major variables (income, age, household size, household composition and region). Detailed tables show expenditures for six age groups in seven income ranges, and by region in nine income ranges. Additionally, spending by single men and women is segmented by age and by income. The study also includes food spending highlights for 23 metropolitan areas.

In addition, “The Demographics of Food Spending” points out changes in age distribution and racial/ethnic distribution projections through the year 2020.

The new report is available from The Food Institute, P.O. Box 972, Fair Lawn, NJ 07410-0972, and is priced at $50 for Food Institute members, and $100 for non-members. The Food Institute’s telephone number is (201) 791-5570; fax number (201) 791-5222.

WHAT DOES IT MEAN TO YOU
WHEN YOUR DOCTOR OR HOSPITAL “PARTICIPATES” WITH US?

B.U.O.Y. Luncheon

Paul Yatooma (center), owner of Scotch Plus Party Store, is also President of B.U.O.Y 10 (Business United with Officers and Youth). He is surrounded by Detroit Chief of Police, Isaiah McKinnon (left) and Commander Ronald Vasiloff (right) of the Tenth Precinct at B.U.O.Y 10’s Annual Luncheon.

A MESSAGE TO MICHIGAN’S SMALL BUSINESSES:
PARTICIPATING DOCTORS AND HOSPITALS ACCEPT OUR REIMBURSEMENT AS FULL PAYMENT FOR COVERED SERVICES.

In most cases, all you or your employees have to pay are deductibles and co-payments. And no matter how small your company, that means you get the same good deal we give our largest group customers.

When you and your employees go to Blue Cross Blue Shield participating doctors and hospitals, we pay them directly for covered services. They’ve signed agreements to accept our allowed amounts as full payment for covered services. Why? Because almost four and a half million Michiganians are Blue members. Most physicians have a lot of our members as patients, and join the Blues to better serve them.

THE NUMBERS WORK FOR YOU.
Who participates with us? All 195 Michigan community hospitals. Three out of four physicians in the state. And 99 percent of all pharmacies.

Plus, as a Blues group, you gain the clout of the largest corporations because you’re in partnership with them—and with us—to purchase health care economically.

That’s value. And it’s the kind of value you only get with Blue Cross Blue Shield and Blue Care Network of Michigan. For more information, contact your local independent insurance agent or a Blue Cross Blue Shield sales representative.

AMERICA’S HEALTH SECURITY CARD.
Call your independent insurance agent or Judy Mansur at Associated Food Dealers: 1 (810) 557-9600
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TEN REASONS WHY YOU SHOULD DO BUSINESS WITH TELECHECK MICHIGAN!

1. Guaranteed payment on returned checks
2. Easy and convenient to use
3. Prompt reimbursement
4. Fast check-out for you and your customer
5. Increased sales
6. Enhanced customer loyalty
7. 24-Hour-a-Day access by terminal or telephones
8. Local Sales and Service Representatives
9. Industry leadership
10. Special rates for AFD members

Increase Sales! Use the sign of the times.
For more information call TeleCheck: 1-800-444-3223

Left to right: Sam Awdish, Chuck Smith and Bill Corbett of Remy Amerique Inc. did a wonderful job explaining cognac at a recent tasting.

Snaps from the March Midwest Food Show at Burton Manor

The DCI Food Equipment Show

Hobart Corporation, 43442 N I-94 Service Dr., Belleville, MI 48111 (313) 697-7060

Pics from the AFD Blue Cross appreciation dinner at St. Mary’s Cultural Center. AFD has hosted the dinner for 16 years as a way to say thank you to Blue Cross for their services.
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Are You Up To Par?
Then Grip It & Rip It!
The Shotgun Sounds...
360 Eagle Bound Golfers Start The Scramble!

8:30 a.m. Breakfast
10 a.m. Shotgun Start
4:30 p.m. Dinner

AFD's Annual
Scholarship Golf Outing
Join Us At
Wolverine Golf Club
Tuesday, July 25, 1995
10 a.m. Shotgun Start
Scramble Format
Bring your own green jacket.

Door Prizes
Free Use of Driving Range
Golfer Goodie Bags
Continental Breakfast
Snacks All Day
Outdoor Barbecue Lunch
Dinner Reception with
- Premium Open Bar

Call Danielle, AFD Special Events Director, To Reserve Your Foursome at (810) 557-9600. Call Today!
Last month the Michigan Lottery focused on a second chance sweepstakes promotion for Daily 3 game players—and it was a great success! The Michigan Lottery gave away 22 prizes (ranging from $1,000 to $10,000) each week for eight weeks for a total of 176 prizes worth $280,000. At the time this publication went to print, the Lottery expected entries for this special second-chance sweepstakes to total between 1.5 and 2 million.

The “Daily 3 Big Pay Back” sweepstakes was designed to provide Daily 3 players with the opportunity to use their non-winning tickets during the program period as entries into a second chance sweepstakes for cash prizes. The “Daily 3 Big Pay Back” gave retailers the opportunity to increase sales and introduce new customers to the Daily 3 game.

The Michigan Lottery kicked off a retailer incentive program, which runs from April 4 through July 24, is a “win, win, win” proposition for retailers:

• Win cash prizes from $100 to $1,000;
• Increase sales now that the Lottery is offering more $2 instant games; and
• Boost sales commissions by beating last year’s sales.

Your Lottery sales rep has complete details on the incentive program for you. Good Luck—and sell, sell, sell!

Michigan’s Leader in Liquor Liability for 7 years running!

North Pointe Insurance Co.
Rated B+ (Very Good) by A.M. Best

Our outstanding service has made us #1

- Competitive Rates
- Endorsed by AFD for 6 consecutive years
- Never Assessable, no deductibles, policy fees or surplus lines.tax
- Available through the Independent Agent network with over 700 agencies to serve you

1-800-229-NPIC
1-810-357-3895 FAX
Admitted, Approved and Domiciled in Michigan

or call AFD at 810-557-9600 or 800-66-66-AFD

The amount of unredeemed deposits is unknown. However, Public Sector Consultants, Inc. has estimated that the annual income from unclaimed deposits is over $26,000,000 per year. Based on these figures, retailers would be entitled to more than $6,500,000 annually.

The way is now paved for the AFD, which intervened in this litigation, and the State of Michigan to force bottlers to comply with the law by filing reports and disbursing several years of unclaimed deposits they have held since the passage of the law. The MSDA could appeal the Michigan Supreme Court decision to the United States Supreme Court, though it has not disclosed its plans. Ultimately, AFD expects to prevail and that 25 percent of past, present and future unclaimed deposits will be turned over to retailers.
Amato Foods
from page 14.

AFD Food Shows except for the,” Amato proudly states.
Amato is also working on a computer bulletin board system to put customers in touch with equipment people to help them start up businesses. The system will enable people to leave messages asking questions 24 hours a day.
The production crew at Amato Foods is a three person team. The employees rotate daily as the mixer, the crew chief and the packager. According to Amato, this prevents them from becoming bored with the tediousness of producing enough daily.
When bigger orders necessitate more production, Amato Foods is able to borrow employees from Papa Joe’s. On average, Amato Foods runs one shift five times a week, but they have the capabilities to run three shifts daily when necessary.
Amato, his wife and his daughter manage the business.
Amato Foods is licensed under the Michigan Department of Agriculture, however, the plant is USDA approved and inspected on a regular basis. This is because they are in the same building as Papa Joe’s, which is licensed by the USDA, and are therefore asked to follow the same guidelines.
You can reach Amato at (313) 295-3337 with any questions or comments.

Privatization
from page 1.

consideration within the next few months.
Those proposals may or may not resemble the administration’s previous liquor-privatization plan. That plan was in place until January, when the commission elected Arthurdultz to succeed chairwoman Maxine Perry. A week before, Engler had named Arthurdultz, a Republican and former state senator from Whitehall, to the commission. Arthurdultz was given a clean slate and began looking at all options.
Private companies with regulated distribution territories, similar to the system now used for beer and wine sales, is one of the alternatives under consideration to replace the state’s exclusive role in purchasing and distributing liquor. But a conclusive decision has not yet been reached.
Prior guidelines—such as dividing the state into four regions and prohibiting liquor manufacturers and state liquor licensees from holding contracts or subcontracts—are no longer the rule.
Under the previous privatization plan, only 18 bidders responded to the nearly 70 requests for proposals that the State sent out. The finalist’s bids came in only three percent cheaper than a new plan submitted by the LCC employees. The State requires at least a five percent savings.
Cognizant of the impact privatization will have on retailers, AFD met recently with Commissioner Arthurdultz to present the views of SDD licensees. Arthurdultz understands concerns of retailers, vendors and consumers. He is committed to taking all viewpoints into consideration before making his final recommendations to the Governor.

OSHA
developing guidelines on workplace violence

The Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) has been drafting guidelines on reducing the incidence of workplace violence. The guidelines will primarily target night retail and health care sectors, and will draw heavily from measures that employers have developed on their own to combat the problem of workplace violence.
OSHA has not released the details about the guidelines other than the fact that the guidelines will not carry enforcement authority.
—NGA

CHEF FEST '95
"Chefs Cookin' for a Cause"
Tuesday, May 16, 1995
The Rattlesnake Club
300 River Place • Detroit
Cocktails 6:00 p.m. • Dinner 7:00 p.m.
Black Tie Optional
- Corporate Tables at $1,500
- Patron Tickets at $175
- Individual Tickets at $125
Proceeds to benefit Detroit Meals on Wheels
Your generous contribution will help to feed several hundred Detroit area seniors. For tickets, call us at (313) 963-0999
This space provided by AFD

DETOUR MEALS ON WHEELS
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IT'S TRUE AND IT'S SIMPLE:
Consumers that purchase Greenfield's Fat Free Brownies or Blondies and Milk will receive a mail-in rebate of up to $1.50!

For more information
Ask your Kramer Food Co. Sales Rep. or call 1-800-227-1493. Offer expires 7-31-95.

Kramer Food Company
1735 E. Fourteen Mile Rd • P.O. Box 7033 • Troy, MI 48007-7033
IS PROUD TO REPRESENT THE HEINZ PET FAMILY OF FINE BRANDS IN THE MICHIGAN & TOLEDO OHIO MARKETING AREAS. THESE INCLUDE THEIR CURRENT BRANDS & THE BRANDS RECENTLY ACQUIRED FROM QUAKER PET FOODS.

HEINZ PET BRANDS:
✓ AMORE
✓ CYCLE
✓ GRILL STIX
✓ JERKY TREATS
✓ KOZY KITTEN
✓ MEATY BONE
✓ NINE LIVES
✓ REWARD
✓ SKIPPY
✓ TUFFY
✓ VETS

FORMER QUAKER BRANDS:
✓ CANINE CUTS
✓ CHOICE BLEND
✓ GAINES BURGERS
✓ GRAVY TRAIN
✓ HI-PROTEIN
✓ KEN-L-RATION
✓ KIBBLES 'N BITS
✓ KING KUTS
✓ MOIST & MEATY
✓ POUNCE
✓ PUPPERONI
✓ PUSS 'N BOOTS
✓ SNAUSAGES
✓ SPECIAL CUTS
✓ TENDER CHOPS

THE PFEISTER COMPANY IS PLEASED TO BE OF SERVICE TO YOU AND HEINZ PET ON ALL CURRENT & FORMER QUAKER PET FOOD PRODUCTS. YOUR PFEISTER SALES REPRESENTATIVE WILL INCORPORATE THE MAINTENANCE OF ALL THESE BRANDS IN THEIR NORMAL CALL PROCEDURE.